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OPERATION

1. INPUT (Input jack)
   Connect the output from the guitar.

2. DIST. (Distortion ON-OFF switch)
   Switch on for distortion sound.

3. GAIN (Gain control)
   This control adjusts the gain of the preamplifier.
   Set the VOLUME control to "10" during normal operation
   and adjust the volume using the GAIN control.

4. VOLUME (Volume control)
   This control adjusts the volume of the power amplifier
   without changing the character of the sound.

5. TREBLE (Treble control)
   This control adjusts the treble sound
   Set the control to "0" for cut and "10" for maximum boost.

6. MIDDLE (Middle control)
   This control adjusts the middle sound.
   Set the control to "0" for cut and "10" for maximum boost.

7. BASS (Bass control)
   This control adjusts the bass sound.
   Set the control to "0" for cut and "10" for maximum boost.

8. PHONE (Headphone jack)
   Use this for such occasions as practicing at night.
   When headphone is used, no sound is produced by
   the speaker.

9. POWER (Power ON-OFF switch)
   This switch turns the power ON-OFF.

SPECIFICATIONS

- OUTPUT POWER: 15 Wrms
- SPEAKER: 8" / 4 ohm
- CONTROLS: DISTORTION ON-OFF, GAIN / VOLUME, TREBLE / MIDDLE / BASS
- SIZE: 316(W) x 322(H) x 176(D) mm
- WEIGHT: 6.5 kg

BLOCK DIAGRAM

[Diagram of the amplifier's block diagram with labels for each component: GTR. INPUT, AMP, GAIN, TONE, VOLUME, POWER AMP, SPEAKER, HEADPHONE.]